Finding protein targets for small biologically relevant ligands across fold space using inverse ligand binding predictions.
Inverse ligand binding prediction utilizes a few protein-ligand (drug) complexes to predict other secondary therapeutic and off-targets of a given drug molecule on a proteomic scale. We adapt two binding site predictors, FINDSITE and SMAP, to perform the inverse predictions and evaluate them on over 30 representative ligands. Use of just one complex allows the identification of other protein targets; the availability of additional complexes improves the results. Both methods offer comparable quality when using three complexes with diverse proteins. SMAP is better when fewer complexes are available, while FINDSITE provides stronger predictions for smaller ligands. We propose a consensus that combines (and outperforms) the two complementary approaches implemented by FINDSITE and SMAP. Most importantly, we demonstrate that these methods successfully find distant targets that belong to structurally different folds compared to the proteins in the input complexes.